
"With pleasure, Robbie! 
Together, we can do it in 
the twinkling of an eye. 

Let's get started!"

The journey through the 
PLAYMOBIL world begins…

Little robot, Robbie, is handing out invitations for the 
cool Galactic Christmas party on Mars. As he's a little 
clumsy, Santa offers a helping hand. 

Robbie
"Dear Santa, 
can you help 
me hand out 

the invitations?"

Santa

 Christmas Party

The
Galactic



At the first stop, things are a bit tricky. The 
PLAYMOBIL fire brigade is on a large mission. With 
blue lights and sirens, the firefighters move out to extinguish 
the high flames. At the last second, Santa prevents the 
invitations from catching fire, but he lets Robbie out of his 
sight for a second...

Fire Brigade

Fortunately, they reach the island of Roca unharmed 
where real dinosaurs live. They see three friends, Emma, 
Nick, and Will, fleeing evil poachers. But what is that? 
The T-Rex has chosen Robbie as his meal, but he can't bite 
through his metal exterior, and Robbie falls to the floor. 
They quickly pass out the invitations and leave.

Dinos

In the Knights world, Robbie has no time to 
rest. Arrows and cannonballs shoot past him. 
"We wanted to invite you to our party," Robbie 
calls out to the knights. "PARTY? Did somebody 
say PARTY?" says the giant troll. Robbie is delighted 
to hand him the invitation. In gratitude, the troll 
carries the little robot in his backpack safely out of 
the danger zone.

Knights



Arriving at the School, Robbie has to wait for 
Santa Claus. He arrives out of breath, just as the 
school bell rings. The children come running enthusiastically, 
but they surround Robbie and not Santa. He is not used to 
anything like that. Robbie quickly passes out the invitations 
and off they go!

School

The two are greeted joyfully at the Horse Farm and 
distribute their invitations right away. Robbie wants to give 
a horse a carrot and the horse immediately grabs it. Then, 
the little robot starts to stagger and...

Horse Farm

The last stop on their journey is the magical Crystal Palace. 
Santa feels comfortable in the cold, but Robbie is freezing. 
But then he sees the pretty princess Finya and that 
immediately warms his heart. But he has to go, it's almost 
time for the Mars party!

Crystal Palace

"Our journey is over, Robbie. Great job! All the 
invitations were given out. The cool Galactic 
Christmas party can begin."


